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A PORTFOLIO OF BRANDON VOLPE’S WORK. Brandon Volpe was born in Detroit and has been in

the 3D industry since 2003. First by studying Architecture and then Engineering in school and then later went on to
become a multi-media 3D Artist. He has been trained as a 3D artist at I.E. Effects, Speedshape and has a
Bachelor of Applied Science Degree in “Digital Animation and Game Design” from Ferris State University. He
specializes in products, vehicles, environments, and has skills in modeling, HDRI lighting, Vray rendering, rigging,
shader’s, illustrating, retouching and compositing.
He is proficient in: 3ds Max, Maya, zBrush, Mudbox, Photoshop, Illustrator, After Effects, Dreamweaver, InDesign,
Nuke, Mental Ray, Vray, Premiere Pro, Boujou, AutoCAD, and Vue.
Brandon’s work can can be seen by visiting his website at www.BrandV3D.com
| INTRODUCTION | FORD F-150 | BMW M3 | PONTIAC GRAND AM | AUDI R8 | SUBARU FORESTER STI | SIRIUS SAT RADIO | BOSE HEADPHONES |
| COMERICA PARK | LA RIPTIDE’S COCA COLA FIELD |

2013 Ford F-150 This short video was started by creating a desert environment in World Machine and Vue Xtream. I did the lighting,

animating, and shaders in 3ds Max and I rendered the entire scene out in passes using Vray’s active shade renderer. The truck model was
bought from http://www.the3dstudio.com. I color corrected and composited it in After Effects. The project and all animations took 60 hours to complete.
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http://brandv3d.com/portfolio-items/2013-ford-f150/

BMW - M3 This was made in Illustrator with a reference photo
from the real BMW M3 at the Detroit Auto show in 2008. The entire
project took about 4 weeks.
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http://brandv3d.com/portfolio-items/bmw-m3/

Photo Reference

Pontiac Grand Am This scene was made in Maya and rendered with mental ray. The background

textures were made with my own textures and then projected on 3D walls. The car was giving to me
by AutoDesk as a sample. I did all the lighting, texturing, rendering, compositing and the Photoshop
touch up work. This project took 3 weeks.
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http://brandv3d.com/portfolio-items/pontiac-grand-am/

Audi R8 This car commercial was for a workshop that I made at Speedshape in Birmingham, MI. In this workshop I
learned a lot on how to use 3ds Max and Nuke to create an environment with HDRI lighting in Vray and a program
called “Car Craft” to drive the digital car around in 3D space. The geometry of the car I did not model. The entire
project was done in 8 weeks.
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http://brandv3d.com/portfolio-items/audi-r8/

Subaru Forester STI This project was entirely done in

Photoshop. I cleaned it up and made a digital matte painting of a
city for the background. To get the effect of the green lights in
the background I used a picture I took of some street lights at
night and then edited it in Photoshop. This project took about
3 weeks to complete.
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http://brandv3d.com/portfolio-items/subaru-forester/

Photo Reference

Sirius Satellite Radio I modeled and textured this in Maya, set up the lighting and rendered it with

mental ray. I used projection mapping techniques to apply the images to the 3D model. It took about 16 hours.
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http://brandv3d.com/portfolio-items/sirius-satellite-radio/

Bose Noise Canceling Headphones This was modeled in Maya and imported into 3ds Max for lighting and

rendering. Only procedural shaders were used. It was rendered with Vray and composited in After Effects. There were 9
render passes for 3 different lights and reflections with material ID’s to help when composited. This project took 3 weeks.
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http://brandv3d.com/portfolio-items/bose-headphones/

Comerica Park (HP Commercial) This was inspired by an HP commercial.

I modeled the interior of Comerica Park in AutoCAD and the exterior parts in Maya.
It was rendered out using Viz Render. The video was filmed by using a green screen
to stand in front of while I did hand gestures that I planned out beforehand and then synced to 3d elements I added in post. It was
filmed outside to use the sun to get an even lighting on the green screen. The final video, animations, and models took 6 weeks to complete.
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http://brandv3d.com/portfolio-items/comerica-park-hp/

LA Riptide’s Coca Cola Field
This is a proposal for a Los Angeles football team franchise with the
name “The LA Riptide”. Everything here was made by me and modeled
in Maya except for the vehicles. The stadium and coke can are 3D, the
helmet is a 2D image with a logo I designed, and the trees are xFrog trees. It was then
rendered in 3ds Max. The roof of the stadium actually is shaped like a football and opens up. It took about 4 weeks.
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http://brandv3d.com/portfolio-items/la-riptide-coca-cola-field/

